BAB V

CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

Based on the research result of the mastery of English suffixes by seventh semester students of English Department Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teachers Training IAIN Antasari Banjarmasin, it can be concluded that:

In this chapter, the writer concludes all the research as follows:

1. The mastery of English suffixes by seventh semester students is in low category with mean score 54.47
2. The most difficult part of the English suffixes that students have is in changing into adjective and verb is poor category with means score 10.28.

B. Suggestion

1. For the seventh semester students of English Department keep studying and learning more about the suffixes by practicing every time, you will find more suffixes to increase vocabulary.
2. For the lecturer try to give more different material teaching English especially about suffixes, try to use different methods and technique vocabulary, help students to better in learning English. Surely keep on give to the students to improve their ability in understanding and using suffixes because it can improve their vocabularies and make
them easier to understand words without having to look up into
dictionary, the lecturers make students familiar with suffix by
explaining more detail about suffix.
3. Give students more English roots, suffixes for better learning
increasing vocabulary and have them to find another words based on
the list of the roots, suffixes to increase their vocabulary not only
such as common prefix and suffixes. Keep them practicing to break
word down to its part and analyzing the words category and the
students have to do self-learning. The time is not enough if just in
the class.